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§ 1000.556 Does the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act (FOIA) apply to recipi-
ent records? 

FOIA does not apply to recipient 
records. However, there may be other 
applicable State and tribal access laws 
or recipient policies which may apply. 

§ 1000.558 Does the Federal Privacy 
Act apply to recipient records? 

The Federal Privacy Act does not 
apply to recipient records. However, 
there may be other applicable State 
and tribal access laws or recipient poli-
cies which may apply. 

APPENDIX A TO PART 1000—INDIAN 
HOUSING BLOCK GRANT FORMULA 
MECHANICS 

This appendix shows the different compo-
nents of the Indian Housing Block Grant 
(IHBG) formula. The following text explains 
how each component of the IHBG formula is 
calculated. 

1. The first step in running the IHBG for-
mula is to determine the amount available 
for allocation in the Fiscal Year (FY). It is 
the sum of: 

(a) The FY appropriation for the IHBG pro-
gram less amounts in the Appropriations Act 
mandated for purposes other than the for-
mula allocation. 

(b) The net amount, if any, made available 
as a result of corrections for over- or under- 
allocations in prior FYs. 

(c) The amount, if any, made available pur-
suant to § 1000.536. 

(d) The amounts, if any, made available be-
cause tribes voluntarily returned, or did not 
accept, the amounts allocated to them in 
prior FYs, defined as ‘‘carryover’’ (see 
§ 1000.329). 

2. If there is carryover as defined in 
§ 1000.329, the amount of carryover up to $3 
million, is then held aside for allocation 
under the minimum total grant provisions of 
the formula (see 11 below). 

3. The IHBG formula first calculates the 
amount each tribe is allocated under the 
Formula Current Assisted Stock (FCAS) 
component (See §§ 1000.310 through 1000.322). 
The FCAS component is comprised of two 
parts, Operating Subsidy (§ 1000.316(a)) and 
Modernization (§ 1000.316(b)). 

(a) The Operating Subsidy component is 
calculated in two steps, as follows: 

(i) Each tribe’s counts of Low Rent, Home-
ownership (Mutual Help and Turnkey III), 
and Section 8 units are multiplied by the Na-
tional Per Unit Subsidy for operations for 
that category of unit, which is a 1996 index 

for the type of unit that is adjusted for infla-
tion (see § 1000.302 defining National Per Unit 
Subsidy). The amounts are summed to create 
an initial calculation of the operating sub-
sidy component. 

(ii) The initial operating subsidy compo-
nent amount is then adjusted for local area 
costs, using an adjustment factor called the 
AELFMR. The AELFMR factor is calculated 
for each tribe in three steps. First, an Allow-
able Expense Level (AEL) factor is cal-
culated by dividing the tribe’s AEL, a his-
toric per-unit measure of operating cost, by 
the national weighted average AEL (see 
§ 1000.302 defining Allowable Expense Level). 
Second, a Fair Market Rent (FMR) factor is 
calculated by dividing the tribe’s FMR 
amount, an area-specific index published an-
nually by HUD (see § 1000.302 Fair Market 
Rent factor), by the national weighted aver-
age FMR. Third, an AELFMR factor is cre-
ated by assigning each tribe the greater of 
its AEL or FMR factor, and dividing that fig-
ure by the national weighted average 
AELFMR. In all cases, when the national av-
erage figure is calculated, tribes are weight-
ed by the amount of their initial operating 
subsidy as calculated in 3(a)(i). 

(See § 1000.320). 
(b) The Modernization component is deter-

mined using two methods depending on the 
number of public housing units that a tribe’s 
housing authority operated prior to the Na-
tive American Housing and Self-Determina-
tion Act. 

(i) For all tribes, the number of Low Rent, 
Mutual Help, and Turnkey III units are mul-
tiplied by the National Per Unit Subsidy for 
modernization from 1996 adjusted for infla-
tion (see § 1000.302 defining National Per Unit 
Subsidy). 

(ii) For Indian tribes with an Indian Hous-
ing Authority (IHA) that owned or operated 
fewer than 250 units on October 1, 1997, an al-
ternative modernization component is cal-
culated from the amount of funds the IHA 
received under the assistance program au-
thorized by Section 14 of the 1937 Act (not in-
cluding funds provided as emergency assist-
ance) for FYs 1992 through 1997 (see 
§ 1000.316(b)(2)). If this alternative calcula-
tion is greater than the amount calculated 
in paragraph (a) above, it is used to calculate 
the tribe’s modernization component. 

(iii) The Modernization component is then 
multiplied by a local area cost adjustment 
factor based on the Total Development Cost 
(TDC) for the tribe (see § 1000.302) divided by 
the national weighted average of all TDCs 
weighted by each tribe’s pre-adjustment 
Modernization calculation in paragraph (b)(i) 
or (ii) above as applicable. 

4. The total amounts calculated under the 
FCAS component for each tribe are then 
added together to determine the national 
total amount allocated under the FCAS com-
ponent. That total is subtracted from the 
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